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ABOUT TURO 

Turo is a vehicle renting platform where people can book any vehicle 

they want, where they desire, from a vibrant community of 

neighborhood hosts across the USA, Canada, and the UK. People choose 

from an entirely unique range of local cars, even though owners of 

these vehicles make additional dollars to offset the expense of car 

possession. 

A leader of this sharing market and traveling business, Turo can be still 

a secure, encouraging community within 10 million sturdy having 

greater than 350,000 motor automobiles recorded and in excess of 850 

exceptional produces and designs. When it is really a truck to assist 

moving day, a Mercedes-Benz to get a luxury weekend off, or even 

perhaps a traditional VW bus to your cross-country street excursion, 

Turo enables you to reserve cars which are a part of the narrative , 

perhaps maybe not even a fleet. 

 

 



 HOW TURO WORKS 
YOUR JOURNEY STARTS HERE 

SIGN UP 

 Sign up for Turo using your email, Facebook and Google. We are going 

to validate your qualifications and identity therefore you can turn into 

approved driver. 

 

FIND THE PERFECT CAR 

Enter your travel dates and location and search our vast selection of 

unique, locally-owned cars. 

 

BOOK IT 

Reserve the vehicle which you dream about. The owner will confirm or 

decline your trip within eight hours, but typically it's much earlier. Book 

cars instantly on listings with the “Book Instantly” badge. 

 

PICK UP THE CAR 

Meet the car operator to select the car. Many owners offer delivery, 

even so they can take it to you. Walk around the vehicle, show them 

your license, grab the keys, and drive off into the sunset. 



HAVE THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE 

Proceed explore! From the city or perhaps even the woods, for a couple 

of days or perhaps a few weeks, shine or rain, grab your colors and 

move create something to write home about. 

 

RETURN THE CAR 

At the close of one's journey, substitute the gas you've used and meet 

with the owner to shed the car. Walk around the car back, give the 

keys, give them a top 5, and get started planning the future adventure. 

5,500+ Cities across the US,          56 Countries                                             makes & models, often  

Canada, and the UK                                                    delivered directly to you 

US$500+ /mo average                                 US$3,000+ /mo average                                 Up to 35% less than 

owner earnings                                   earnings for owners with 3+ cars                    traditional car rental agencies 

 US$750,000 Up to US$750K in Liberty Mutual liability insurance offered through Turo 

                         Insurance Agency in the US. 



 

 

 

 

 

Turo Promo Code, Coupon Code, Deals & Discount Code Available. 

Verified Promo Codes. Great Discount Offers. Start Saving on Your Next 

Purchase. 

 

Get amazing Turo Promo Code at Coupon2deal 
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